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Abstract. We prove the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution for a qua-
sistatic thermoviscoelastic problem which describes bilateral frictional contact between
a deformable body and a moving rigid foundation. The model consists of the heat equa-
tion for the temperature, the elliptic viscoelasticity system for the displacements, the
SJK-Coulomb law of friction and frictional heat generation condition. The proof is ac-
complished in two steps. First, the existence of solutions for a regularized problem is
established and a priori estimates obtained. Then the limit function, which is the weak
solution of the original problem, is shown to be the unique fixed point of the solution
operator when the friction coefficient is small.

1. Introduction. This work deals with a model for the quasistatic process of bilat-
eral frictional contact between a viscoelastic body and a rigid moving foundation. The
model consists of the heat equation for the temperature and the elliptic viscoelasticity
system for the displacements, together with friction and frictional heat generation con-
ditions on the contact surface. We establish the existence and uniqueness of the weak
solution for the problem when the coefficient of friction is sufficiently small. The proof
is based on the study of a sequence of auxiliary problems, passage to the limit when the
regularization parameter vanishes, and an application of a fixed point argument.

The model describes the evolution of the thermomechanical state of a part or compo-
nent that is in frictional contact with a harder object. The assumption that the acting
forces, tractions and possible heat sources change gradually in time allows us to neglect
the inertial terms in the equations of motion and use the quasistatic approximation. In
particular, we neglect any viscoelastic waves in the body, which is the case in a system
such as a pump or a low rpm motor, where slow periodic forces act on the contacting
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elements. Often in such systems, the contacting elements are partially lubricated and,
therefore, the friction coefficient is small.

There exists a large body of research on frictional contact in the engineering liter-
ature. Recent results from a number of different points of view can be found in [23]
and references therein. General dynamic thermoelastic models, which were derived from
thermodynamical principles, can be found in [13, 25]. The mathematical literature on dy-
namic or quasistatic frictional contact models that include thermal effects is very recent,
although in applications frictional contact is very often accompanied by considerable heat
generation. Indeed, when car brakes are applied, the frictional heat generation can easily
exceed 100 HP. Dynamic thermoviscoelastic frictional contact problems can be found in
[4, 5, 10, 20]. In [5] the wear of the contacting surface was included. A one-dimensional
thermoviscoelastic problem for a beam was investigated in [15] where the existence of the
weak solution was established and numerical simulations of the solutions conducted. A
quasistatic thermoviscoelastic problem for a beam can be found in [12, 11] where the wear
of the contacting end is included. A frictionless one-dimensional thermoelastic contact
problem for a rod was thoroughly analyzed in [3].

Recent existence and uniqueness results for quasistatic contact problems can be found
in [2, 7, 18, 21, 22, 24], However, this paper is the first to investigate the general bilateral
quasistatic contact problem in three dimensions in which the thermal effects of friction
are taken into account.

The behavior of the bulk material is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be linear.
The nonlinear effects on which we focus occur on the part of the boundary that is in
contact with the rigid foundation. We employ the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic law with
thermal effects included. We model friction by the SJK-version of Coulomb's law, [25],
and assume that the contact is maintained throughout the process, which is the case
in many engineering applications. The frictional heat generation enters as a boundary
condition for the temperature.

In Sec. 2 we present the physical setting and formulate the model as a coupled sys-
tem of parabolic-elliptic partial differential equations, together with initial and boundary
conditions. Because of the friction condition there is a regularity ceiling for the solutions
and, in general, these problems do not admit classical solutions. Therefore, we intro-
duce the weak formulation in the form of a variational inequality and then rewrite it
in an abstract operator form. Then we list the assumptions imposed on the data and
state our main existence and uniqueness result in Theorem 2.2. It guarantees that when
the coefficient of friction is small, the problem has a unique weak solution. Estimating
the bound on the friction coefficient remains an important unsolved question; however,
partially lubricated surfaces have small friction coefficients. Finally, we present an aux-
iliary problem in which the contact stress is assumed to be known. The existence of the
unique solution of the regularized version of the auxiliary problem is established in Sec.
3 where we use an abstract existence result for degenerate evolution equations due to
[14]. We note in passing that a considerable generalization of this theorem can be found
in [16]. Then we obtain the necessary a priori estimates on the solutions. We pass to
the regularization limit in Sec. 4 and, thus, prove the existence of the unique solution
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to the auxiliary problem. Finally, in Sec. 5 we use a fixed point argument and establish
Theorem 2.2.

There remain many open questions, in addition to estimating the size of the friction
coefficient. Does the solution converge to the steady solution when the forces, tractions
and heat sources converge to time-independent quantities? If so, what is the rate of
convergence? Moreover, the wear of the contacting surfaces needs to be taken into
account. Finally, the auxiliary problem and the fixed point argument may be a basis for
a convergent numerical algorithm, but will it be sufficiently effective in practice?

2. The model, weak formulation and results. The physical setting consists of
a viscoelastic body which, over a part of its surface, is in frictional contact with a rigid
moving foundation. The body (in its reference configuration) is represented by fl, a region
in Rm (to = 2,3), whose boundary dfl = T, which is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous,
is divided into three disjoint parts. On the first part, denoted by the body is
clamped; known tractions act on the second part the body is in frictional contact
with a rigid obstacle on the third part, Tc. The reference configuration is assumed to be
stress free and isothermal; its temperature is conveniently set as zero, which also serves
as the reference temperature. The rigid foundation moves with tangential velocity </> and
this motion is accompanied by frictional heat generation—which is considerable in many
applications—on the part of the contact surface where relative slip takes place.

We assume that contact is maintained between the body and the foundation. This is
the case in many engineering systems where there is no loss of contact, such as between the
piston rings and the engine block in a car. An example from everyday life is the frictional
contact of the wheels with the rail when a train is braking. From the mathematical point
of view the approach below does not allow us to consider the case when separation occurs
between the body and the foundation.

We assume that the applied forces, tractions and the heat source vary slowly with time
and consequently neglect the accelerations in the system. So we employ the quasistatic
approximation for the process. The unknowns in the model are the displacement vector
u = (ui(x,t),... ,um(x, t)), the temperature 6 = 9(x,t), and the stress tensor a =

at location x and time t.
The model for the process of quasistatic thermoviscoelastic bilateral contact with fric-

tion is as follows:
Find {u,er, 6} such that

(Jjj = G,ijkl'U'k,l > (2*1)

&ij,j + fAi = o in flT, (2.2)

9' - (kijOj)ti = -Ciju'i :j +q in ClT, (2.3)
u = 0 onFj)X (0, T), (2.4)

an = fjv onrArx(0,T), (2.5)

9 = 9b on (Td U Tn) x (0,T), (2-6)
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un= 0 onFc x (0,T), (2.7)

\aT\ < n\R(rn\(l - 6\R(j„\)+ onrcx(0,T), (2.8)

\aT\ < ii\Ran\(l - S\Rcrn\)+ u'T = <j>,

\<jT\ = n\Rxjn\{\ - <J|/?<r„|)+ => u'r = (f> - \aT, A > 0,

kijO^rij = fi\R<rn\(l - (J|i?crn|)+sc(-, |u^. - <t>\)

-ke{0-OR) on Tc x (0, T), (2.9)

u(-,0)=uo, 6(-,0) = 6q in Q. (2-10)

Here, fiy = x (0, T), i,j = 1,m, the repeated index convention is employed, the
prime represents time derivative, the portion of a subscript prior to a comma indicates a
component and the portion after the comma refers to partial derivatives. All the variables
are scaled and form dimensionless quantities.

The thermoviscoelastic constitutive relation is given in (2.1) where a = () and
b = {bijki) are the tensors of elastic and viscosity coefficients, respectively. Since we
consider the quasistatic approximation for the process, (2.2) represents the equilibrium
equations, and fa = {/a i , fAm(%, t)) denotes the density of applied body forces
acting in f2. For the sake of simplicity, the material density is assumed constant and set
equal to one. (2.3) is the energy equation where and kij are the components of the
thermal expansion and thermal conductivity tensors, respectively, and q is the density
of volume heat sources.

To describe the boundary conditions we introduced the unit outward normal n =
(ni,..., nm) to r, and since T is assumed Lipschitz, n exists at almost every point there.
We denote by <jn = crijUiUj and un = u-iirii the normal components of u and u on F,
respectively, and let

<yT = an — crn n, uT = u — ttnn

be the tangential parts (see, e.g., [17] or [9]).
In (2.5) and (2.6), = (fNi(x,t),...,fivm(x,t)) denotes the tractions applied to

Tjv, and 6b is the known and scaled temperature of the part of the boundary To U Fat.
Condition (2.7) means that there is no loss of contact.

We turn to the conditions on the contact surface. In (2.8) we employ the SJK-
generalization of Coulomb's law of dry friction ([25]). /u is the friction coefficient, S
is a small positive coefficient related to the wear and hardness of the surface, is the
tangential velocity of the body, (•)+ = max(-, 0) and R represents a normal regularization
operator, a linear and continuous operator R : —> L2(T) (see, e.g., [8]). We use
it in (2.8) and (2.9) to regularize the trace of the stress tensor on F. Condition (2.8) may
be interpreted physically in the following way. The boundary sticks to the foundation
and moves with it when the applied tangential stress is less than the limiting value. The
part of Tc where this takes place is called the stick zone. The part where the tangential
stress reaches its limiting value and does not move in tandem with the foundation is
called the slip zone. A is an unknown multiplier that indicates the relative direction of
the slip.
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The modification to Coulomb's law of friction, which was derived in [25] from thermo-
dynamical considerations, consists of the factor (1 — <J| ■ |) + . It represents the fact that
when the contact stress is large, there is a decrease in frictional resistance because of
surface wear. This modified condition agrees with Coulomb's law for \crn\ not too large
since S is very small in applications. On the other hand, when the contact tractions are
very large it is very likely that the surface will be damaged, and Coulomb's condition,
actually the whole model, needs to be redone. Thus, from the point of view of appli-
cations, the modified condition seems more natural. From the mathematical point of
view, the fact that the tangential stress is bounded is essential to obtaining the necessary
estimates below.

Next, the introduction of the regularization operator R is necessary since the contact
stress is not sufficiently regular to make the condition of friction meaningful. Indeed, a
on Tc lies in which means that it is only a distribution, too irregular to use
below. An explanation of the mathematical difficulties and a justification for using R
can be found in [8]. The operator R may be chosen to have a small support, in which
case it will average the contact stress over the surface asperities in a small region on Tc.
We do not know how it affects the friction bound since we cannot obtain comparable
results without it.

We now describe the temperature boundary condition (2.9) on To The power gener-
ated by the frictional contact forces is proportional to \<xT\ and |u!J. — <j>\; so, for the sake
of generality, we used the function sc(-, r), which is prescribed and generalizes | • |, and it
is given by fi\Ran\(l — <5|.R<7n|)+sc(-, |u^_ — Or is the foundation's temperature and
ke is the coefficient of heat exchange between it and the body. Finally, (2.10) represents
the initial conditions.

It is well known that, in general, there are no classical solutions to the problem because
of the regularity ceiling related to the possible stick-slip motion. Therefore, we consider
a weak or variational formulation for the problem. To this end we introduce the following
classical Hilbert spaces:

H = L2(yi), Hm = L2{fl)m,

E = {we H\n)m : w = 0 on TD},

v = {v G tfx(0) : t? = 0 on TD U TN},

W = {t = ('jtj) : Tij = Tji e L2(£l),Tijj G L2(fl)},

= L2(0,T;tf), E = L2(0,T;£), V = L2(0,T;V), W = L2(0, T; W).

Below, we use || • ||^, || • ||v, and || • \\w to denote the norms of E, V, and W, respectively.
Similarly, we use | • \h and | • |#m to denote the norms of H and Hm, respectively, and (•, ■)
denotes the duality pairing between £" and E or V' and V, as the meaning is evident
from the context. For standard notation we refer the reader to [1, 19, 17].
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We now describe the assumptions on the data. The coefficients of elasticity, viscosity,
thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity satisfy:

aijkl G L°°(ft), bijki G L°°(Cl), Cij G L°°(fi), % G L°°(f2);

ttijkl Qjikli &ijkl ^klij•> &ijkl ^ijlki

o-ijklXkiXij > OiiXijXij for all symmetric tensors x = (Xij)',

bijkl bjikh bijkl bkliji &ijkl ^ijlki (2.11)

bijkiXkiXij > ct2XijXij for all symmetric tensors % = {Xij)\

C-ij Cji,

kij = kji, kijZjZi > a^ZiZi for all vectors 2: = (Zi).

Here, ai,a2, and Q3 are positive constants.
The body forces and the volume heat sources satisfy

faGL2(0,r;ffm), q<=V. (2.12)

The friction coefficient and the velocity of the foundation satisfy

H G L°°(rc), H>0, a.e. onTc,

<t> = m GC([o,T];r-1).
The function sc satisfies

sc : Tc x M —» R+ is Borel measurable,

sc{-,r) < a.4 for all r G R, a.e. on Fc, (2-14)

|sc(-,ri) - sc(-,r2)| < ab\n - r2\ for all n,r2 G 1, a.e. on Tc,

where Q4 and a5 are positive constants.
The assumptions on the boundary and initial data are

fjv G L2(0,T;L2(rJV)m);

there exists 0 G H1( 0,T; H1 (U)) such that 0 = 9b on F^ U F]v;

6ReL2(0,T;L2(Tc));
uq G Oq G H.

(2.13)

(2.15)

For technical reasons, it is convenient to shift the temperature function so that it is
zero on To Ur^v. To that end, we introduce £ = 6 — 0 and £0 = #0 — ©(■> 0). To simplify
the notation, we will not indicate explicitly the dependence on t.

We can now present the weak formulation of the problem.
Definition 2.1. A triplet {u, <7,9} is said to be a weak solution to (2.1)—(2.10) pro-

vided that it satisfies

u G E, u'gE, u(-,0) = uo, (2-16)

£g¥, ('gV, *(-,<)) =£0, (2.17)
0" £ , (Jij — dijkl'UkJ ~1~ bl3klUk i Cij(f — 0), (2.18)
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and for all w £ E,

/ aijkiuk,i(wij - u'id) dx + / bijkiu'k l(wij - u'i :j) dx - / Cij£(witj — u'itj) dx
J n Jn Ji 2

+ [ /i|Rcrn|(1 - 6\Ran\)+{\wr - (f>\ - |u'r - 0|) dff
Jrc

> / fAi{wi ~ u'i) dx+ CijQ(wij -u'ij)dx+ / /jvt(wi - u'i) df, (2.19)
in Jn JrN

and, for all rjeV,

(t',v)+ [ kijiirUdx+ f clju'lJr1dx+ [ ke^dx
Jn Jn Jvc

- [ fi\R(7n\(l-S\Ran\)+sc(x,\u'T-(p\)r]dr
Jrc

= ilyV) ~ [ Q'r/dx- f ke(Q - 6R)rjdT - I kijQ^jdx. (2.20)
J o Jrc -In

We write the weak formulation in an abstract form, and to that end we define the
following operators:

A,B:E->E',

C\ : E V,
C2:V^ E',

KuK2:V^V',
S : W x E V',

by

(Au, w) = / aijkiuktiwitj dx, (2-21)
Jn

(Bv,w) — / bijkivkjWij dx, (2.22)
J n

(<Civ,r)) = / CijVijr/dx, (2.23)
Jit

{C2i,w) = - l Cij!;Wij dx, (2.24)
Jn

(K1Z,r))=[ k^dT, (2.25)
J rc

(k2t,v) = I kij£,iV,jdx, (2-26)
Jn

(S(a,v),rj) = — f /i\Rcrn\(l - 5\Ran\)+sc(x,\vr - <p\)rjdT. (2.27)
Jvc

We note that each of these operators extends, in a natural way, to an operator defined
on the corresponding space of square-integrable vector-valued functions on (0, T). For
example, A extends to an operator from E to E' by setting (Au){t) = A(u(t)). With a
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slight abuse of notation, we will use below the same symbol to denote both the original
operator and its extension, since the meaning will be clear from the context. We can
now formulate Problem (2.16)-(2.20) abstractly as follows:

Problem P: Find {u, a, 4} satisfying (2.16)—(2.18) and such that

C+ Kl^ + K2^ + C1W+ S(a,u') = Q inV, (2.28)
Bu' + .4u + C2£, + (hj(<J, u') 3 f in E'. (2.29)

Here / G E' and Q G V are given by

(/, w) = / / fAiWidxdt+ / / CijQwij dxdt + / / fNiWidTdt,
Jo Jn Jo Jn Jo JrNrN

dt(Q,v) = [ (q, v) dt - [ f Q'-r] dxdt- f f ke(Q-6R)r]dY
Jo Jo Jn Jo Jrc

— / / kijO^rjj dxdt,
Jo Jn/o Jn

respectively, and d2j{cr,v) denotes the partial subdifferential with respect to v of

j(a,v)= [ [ fj,\Ran\{l - S\Ran\) + \vT - (j>\ dT dt.
Jo Jrc

Our main existence and uniqueness result is the following.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that (2.11)—(2.15) hold. Then Problem P has a unique solution
when |/x|£oo(rc) is sufficiently small.

We conclude that problem (2.1)—(2.10) has a unique weak solution when |At|L°°(rc) is
sufficiently small. Estimating the allowed size of the friction coefficient is an open and
very interesting problem.

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is accomplished in several steps. The first consists of
studying a problem of the form (2.16)—(2.18), (2.28), and (2.29) when the stress a on
the contact boundary is assumed to be known. The existence of a solution for this
intermediate problem is obtained as a limit of solutions for a sequence of approximate
problems that are presented in the next section.

In the last step of the proof of the theorem we use a fixed point argument and obtain
a solution of Problem P.

In the first step, for each g £ W we consider the following abstract problem:
Problem Pg: Find {u9, ag, £g} such that

Ug e E, Ug G E, ug(-,0) = Uo, (2.30)

G V, ^ G V, £g(-, 0) = £0, (2.31)

(J g G W, k,l "1" bijkl{^g }/c,/ (2.32)

Z'g + K1Za + K2tg + C1u'g + S(g,u'g) = Q in V, (2.33)
Bu'g + Aug + C2ig + d2j{g, u'g) 3 f in E'. (2.34)

We have the following result.

Theorem 2.3. Assume that (2.11)—(2.15) hold. Then Problem Pg has a unique solution.
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The solution of Problem Pg will be obtained in the next section.

3. Approximate problems. In this section we consider a sequence of regularized
approximations to Problem Pg. The solutions of these problems are obtained by using
a version of an abstract existence theorem for degenerate first-order evolution equations
obtained by Kuttler in [14] (see also [16] for a generalization of the theorem) which we
now recall.

Let F and G be reflexive Banach spaces such that F C G, || ■ ||jr > || • ||g and F is
dense in G; thus, we may write F C G = G' C F'. Suppose that B is a linear, bounded,
positive and symmetric operator from G to G'. Let F = L2(a, b; F), G = L2(a, 6; G), and
define X = {w G F : (Bw)' G F'} with the graph norm ||tu||x = HHIf + IK^^O'IIf'- Here,
the differentiation is taken in the sense of F'-valued distributions. It is easy to see that
X is a reflexive Banach space. Let A(t, •) be an operator from F to F'. We also denote
by A its natural extension from F to F' given by Aw(t) = A(t,w(t)). Assume that

(see, e.g., [6]),

and, for some A G

A : X —* X' is pseudomonotone (3.1)

A : F —> F' is bounded, (3.2)

\(Bw,w)G>xG + (Aw,w)rxF looslim  tt—n  = oo. (3.3)

Then, the following existence theorem is a special case of the result in [14].

Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be as described above. Then, for each w0 G G and I G F'
there exists a w G X satisfying

(Bw)' + Aw = l inF',

Sw(0) = 6wo in G'.

We turn to describe the sequence of regularized problems whose solutions will be given
by Theorem 3.1. To replace the inclusion in (2.29) with an equality we regularize the
norm function on Rm. Let (il>h)h>o be a family of smooth approximations to | ■ | such
that, for each h > 0, iph £ G1(Rm) is positive, convex and

|V^(s)|<2, 0<(V^(s),s), and |^(s) - |s| | < h,

for all s G Km. We define the operator Jh : E —> E' by

(Jhv,w)= [ n\Rgn\(l - 5\Rgn\)+W^h{vT -</>)• wT dT. (3.4)
Jtc

We let Re : E —> E' denote the Riesz map, and for the sake of simplicity, we will omit
the subscript g below.

We now consider, for each h > 0, the following regularized problem.
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Problem, Ph'. Find a triplet {u^v/,,^} satisfying

Zh e v, S'he V, G E, v/j G E, (3.5)
C + K^h + K2fih + C\vh + S(g, vh) = Q in V, (3.6)

Bwh + Auh + C2& + Jhvh = / in E', (3.7)

(Reuhy - ReVh = 0 in E', (3.8)

with the initial conditions

u„(0) = uo, th{0) = tQ. (3-9)

We have the following existence result for this problem.

Theorem 3.2. Let h > 0. Then there exists a solution for Problem Py

Proof. We fit Problem Ph into the framework of Theorem 3.1 by choosing F = V x
E x E and G = H x Hm x E, w G G, w0 G G and I G F' given by

w = V , w0 =

The operators B : G —> G' and A(t, ■) : F —> F' are chosen as

Sw = j 0 |, ^(t,w)=| Bv + Au + C2£ + Jhv
—Rev

Now, the verification of the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 is routine; so we establish
only the pseudomonotonicity (3.1) and the coercivity (3.3) conditions. In checking the
pseudomonotonicity of the operator A, we use the fact that we may write A — A\ + A2,
where

(KtZ + K2t; + ClV\
A\{t,w) = j B\ + + C2^ J

V -ReV J
gives rise to a bounded linear operator from X to X' (hence weakly continuous and thus
pseudomonotone [6]), and

A2(t, w

is a weak to norm continuous operator from X to X'. To establish the latter property we
recall that X = {w G F : (Bw)' G F'}, and employ the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let Y = {u G E : (Reu)' G E'} with the graph norm ||u||y = IM|e +
||(Rev,y||]g', and let S(g,-) :¥—>¥' and Jh : Y —> Y' be given by (2.27) and (3.4),
respectively. Then S(g, •) and Jh are weak to norm continuous.
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Proof. We establish the result only for the operator S(g,-) since the proof for Jh is
similar. It is enough to show that every subsequence of a weakly convergent sequence
{^fc}, which converges to v in Y, has a further subsequence whose images under S(g, •)
converge to S(g,v). So let {v^} be a subsequence of {vfc}. Since is bounded in Y
and since the injection H1(f2)m —> Hl~e(£i)m is compact for any e > 0 ([6]), we have by
a theorem of Lions [19], that {i^} is relatively compact in L2{Q)T]Hl~e[£l)m). By the
continuity of the trace map L2 (0,T; H1-6 (Cl)m) —* L2(0,T; L2(T)m) = (L2(Fx (0,T)))m
we may, upon passing to a subsequence denoted also by {v/^}, suppose that Vkj{x,t) —>
v(x,t) for almost all (x,t) € Tc x (0, T). Since sc(-,r) < a\ and |i?</n|(l — <5|i?gn|)+ < |
we obtain that {|i?gra|(l — <5|i?(7„|)+sc(-, |(vk^r ~ 01)} is a bounded sequence in L2(Vc x
(0, T)). Consequently, it converges to \Rgn\(l — 6\Rgn\)+sc(-, \vT — <p\) in L2(Tc x (0, T)).
Finally, using Cauchy's inequality, we deduce that S(g, VkJ) —* S{g, v) in Y' when j —> oo.
This completes the proof.

In checking the coercivity condition (3.3), we estimate various terms using Cauchy's
inequality, standard trace theorems and the following result. Here and below c represents
a positive constant whose value may change from line to line, but in all cases depends
only on the data and coefficients of the approximate problem.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that (2.11)—(2.15) hold. Then there exists a positive constant a
such that

(Au,u) > a\\u\\%, (Bv,v) > a\\vfB, (K2£,0 > a||£||y, (3.10)

and also

(■Jhv,v)>-c. (3.11)

Proof. The first three inequalities are consequences of assumptions (2.11) and Korn's
inequality. The last estimate is a result of the following decomposition:

(Jhv,v) = [ ii\Rgn\{l - 6\Rgn\)+Vil;h{vT - 4>) ■ (vT - <p)dT
JVc

+ f v\Rgn\(X - 5\Rgn\)+S7xph(vT - (f>) ■ (pdT,
Jtc

in which the first integral is nonnegative and the second one is bounded. This concludes
the proof of the lemma and of Theorem 3.2.

The next step in the proof of Theorem 2.3 deals with an a priori estimate on the
solutions of Problem Pj,.

Theorem 3.5. Let {uh,Vh,£h} be a solution of Problem Ph corresponding to the pa-
rameter h. Then there exists a positive constant c, independent of h, such that, for all
te [o,T],

IKWIll:+ [ \\vh(s)\\2Eds+\£h(t)\2H+ [ ||6i(s)||y ds < c. (3.12)
^0 J 0
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Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we will omit the subscript h below. We begin by
letting (3.7) act on v. Thus,

ft ft ft ft ft
/ (Bv,v)ds+ / (.Au, v) ds + / (J/lv,v)ds = — / (C"2^,v)ds+ / (f,v)ds. (3.13)

Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo

We will now estimate each of the terms in (3.13). Applying Lemma 3.4 yields

[ (8v,v) ds > a f ]fv(s)|||ds, (3.14)
Jo J 0

(All, v) ds - i jf R{Au,u)^ ds r - i(.4u(/.).u(/)) •• ~(.4ii(1,u„)

> |l|u(<)lll -c||u0|||,
(3.15)

and

f (Jhv,v) ds > —c. (3.16)
Jo

The integrals on the right in (3.13) are estimated by using Cauchy's inequality with e,

/ (C2C,v)ds <c f \£(s)\2Hds+ j f ||v(s)|||ds, (3.17)
JO Jo 4 Jo

J {f,v)ds <cl ||/(s)|||, ds + « jjf ||v(s)|||ds. (3.18)

Combining the estimates (3.14)-(3.18) in (3.13), we find

llu(*)lll + ^ \\v(s)\\%ds <c(l + \£(s)\2Hds^. (3.19)

We turn now to the energy equation (3.6) and by letting it act on £ we obtain

[t(t',0ds+ f{ K1£,t)ds+ f{ K2U)ds
Jo ^ Jo ^ Jo ^ ^3 20^

= - [ (Civ,£)ds- f {S{g,v),Z)ds+ f (Q,£)ds.
Jo Jo Jo

Prom Theorem 1(2) in [14] and our choice of the spaces F and G we find

f\t',0 ds=\[ (ds ds = l^t)\h -\\Zo\2H- (3.21)
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Moreover, using arguments similar to those above (see (3.14), (3.17), and (3.18)) we get

[ (K1£,Qd8= [ f fce|£|2 ds > 0, (3.22)
Jo Jo Jrc

['(K^Ods^a fuWvds, (3.23)
Jo Jo

[ (Civ,£) ds < c f |v(s)|^m ds + J f ||£(s)||y ds, (3.24)
Jo Jo 4 Jo

[ (Q,t)ds <c [ ||Q(s)||v" ds +^~ [ ||£(s)||^ds. (3.25)
Jo Jo 4 Jo

To estimate the term involving S(g,-), we use the inequality \Rgn\(l - 6\Rgn\)+ < ~,
assumption (2.14), and Cauchy's inequality with e, and deduce that

J (S{g,v),£)ds <c+^J ||£(s)||^ds. (3.26)

Combining the estimates (3.21)-(3.26) in (3.20) we obtain

m\2H+ f \m\\2vds<c, (3.27)
Jo

and thus,

/ l£(s)&ds < c.
Jo

Inserting this estimate in (3.19) we deduce that
t

2|u(*)IIb + [ llv(s)lli: ds < c. (3.28)
Jo

The estimate (3.12) is now a consequence of (3.27) and (3.28).

4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We prove the existence of the unique solution of Problem
Pg as a limit of a subsequence of solutions for Problem Ph obtained above. It follows from
Theorem 3.5 that for a given set of initial conditions the family of solutions {u^, v^, £/>}
is bounded in E x E x Y. From this and (3.6)-(3.8) it follows that {/?eu'h, is bounded
in E' x V. Consequently, there exists a weak limit point (u, v,£) € E x E x ¥ and
a subsequence of parameters {hi} such that hi —> 0 when I —> oo and such that the
following limit processes take place when I —> oo:

U/ —> u weakly in E,

v; —> v weakly in E,

£i —> £ weakly in V,

—> £' weakly in

Re u'[ —> Re u' weakly in E'.

We may pass now to the limit in (3.6) and (3.7) in all terms except the one involving
Jhl. We may suppose, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that Jh' (v;) —>7 weakly
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in E', for some 7 € E'. It only remains to show that 7 6 d2j{g,v). Toward that end, we
note that when I —> 00 we have

tphl (wT - vr + (v/)T -(£)-► \wT - <j>\ in L\TC x (0, T)),

^hl{{vi)T - 4>) ->• lvr - 01 in L2(rc x (0,T)),

for »eE. Then, it follows from the convexity of il>hl and Holder's inequality that

(7,w — v) = lim (Jhlvi,w — v)
I—KX>

rT

I

<
I

lim [ [ n\Rgn\(l-6\Rgn\) + Viljhl{(vi)T-(j))-{wT-vT)dTdt
^°° Jo JVc

lim [ [ fi|Rgn|(1 - S\Rgn\)+
fOC J 0 JTn

<

/o -/rc

x (wT - vr + (v/)r - 0) - tph'{{vi)T - (/))} dT dt.

[ [ v\Rgn\{~t-$\Rgn\)+[\wT-(j>\-\vT-<l)\}dTdt.
Jo Jrc

This shows that 7 £ 82j(<7,v). Consequently, the weak limit {u,£} of the subsequence
{u/,£/} is a solution to (2.30), (2.31), (2.33), (2.34). Let now a be given by a,Lj =
iijkiUk,i + bijkiu'k [ — Cij(£ — 0). To show that cr £ W we let (2.34) act on f e
followed by Green's formula which implies that aijj + f\i = 0. This completes the proof
of the existence part in Theorem 2.3.

We will prove now that the solution of Problem Pg is unique. Indeed, let {ui,cti,£i}
and {112, cr2, £2} be two solutions corresponding to the same data. Taking (2.32) into
account, it suffices to show that Ui = 112 and £1 = £2- To this end, we substitute into
(2.34) Uj for u and let the resulting expression act on — \i'2 and then substitute into
(2.34) U2 for u and let the resulting expression act on u'2—vl\ . Adding the two inequalities
and using the notation u = ui — U2, v = u' — u'2, and £ = £1 — £2 yields

f (Bv, v) ds + [ (Au,v) ds < - [ (C2£,v) ds. (4.1)
Jo Jo Jo

We estimate the terms in (4.1) using the same arguments as those used to estimate the
corresponding terms in (3.13) (see (3.14), (3.15), and (3.17)). Combining the resulting
estimates in (4.1), we find

II / l|v(s)||2Eds<cf \£{s)\2Hds. (4.2)
Jo Jo

Next, we substitute £1 and £2 into (2.33) in turn, subtract the resulting equations and
let the result act on £. We obtain

[\e,Ods+ f (K1t,S)ds+ f{K2^Z)ds
Jo Jo Jo

= -[ (C1v,£)ds- [ (5(9, Vi) - S{g,v2),0ds. (4.3)
Jo J 0
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All the terms in this equality, except the last one, can be estimated in the same way as
(3.21)-(3.24). To estimate the term involving S(g, •) we use (2.27) and get

/Jo
(5(3, vi) - S(g,v2),0 ds

<[ [ Ml#3n|(l - 6\Rgn\)+\sc(x, |(vi)T - <j>\) - sc{x, |(v2)T - 0|)| |£|drds.
Jo Jrc

Since \Rgn\(l — 6\Rgn\)+ < by using (2.14) followed by Cauchy's inequality with e,
we obtain

[ (5(g,vi) - S{g,v2),£)ds < c [ ||v(s)|||ds + j [ ||£(s)||^ds.
Jo Jo 4 J0

Here we used in an essential way the assumption of SJK. Combining these estimates in
(4.3) we get

IfWIh+ [ U(s)\\vds<c[ l|v(s)|||rfs. (4.4)
J 0 ^0

We deduce from (4.2) that

J o J o

which, when used in (4.4), implies that

\Z(t)\2H<c[ |C(s)llrds. (4.5)
Jo

Now, it follows from Gronwall's inequality that £(i) = 0, and then (4.2) implies that
u(t) = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Remark 4.1. The arguments of this section may be used to show that the solution
of each of the approximate problems Ph is unique, too.

5. Proof of Theorem 2.2. We use a fixed point argument to establish the existence
of a unique solution for Problem P when |/j|£oo(rc) is sufficiently small. Theorem 2.3
asserts that for each g € W, Problem Pg has a unique solution {u9, ag, £g}. Consequently,
we consider the operator A : W —> W defined by

a3 = <7g, 3 S W. (5.1)

We have

Proposition 5.1. There exists /io > 0, sufficiently small, such that if |/x|ioo(rc) < fio,
then the operator A has a unique fixed point g* e W.

Proof. Let g1 ,g2 eW and set g = g1 — g2, ul = ugi, vJ = , a1 = crgi, and = £gi,
where i = 1 or 2. We substitute into (2.34) u1 for u and let the resulting expression
act on v1 — v2 and then substitute into (2.34) u2 for u and let the resulting expression
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act on v2 — v1. We add the two inequalities, denote by u = u1 — u2, v — v1 — v2, and
£ = ^ — £2, and obtain

f (Bv,v)ds + f (Au,v)ds+ f (C2£,v) ds
Jo Jo Jo

< [ [ - SMl)+ - 1^1(1 - t\R92n\)+)
Jo Jrc

x (l(vi)r ~<t>I - |(v2)t - <t>\) dTds. (5.2)

We estimate the terms on the left-hand side in (5.2) by the same arguments as those
used to estimate the corresponding terms in (3.13) (see (3.14), (3.15), and (3.17)). The
integral on the right-hand side is estimated by using the inequality

|(1 - 6\Rgi\)+ - \Rg2n\(l - 6\Rg2n\)+ < c\Rgln - Rg2n|, (5.3)
followed by Cauchy's inequality with e, to obtain

[ [ M(l-RfnK1 - $\R9n\)+ - 1-RffnK1 - <*|-RSnl) + )(l(vl)r ~ <t>\ ~ l(v2)r - <f>\) dT ds
Jo JVc

ft a ft
<clMli~(rc) Jo \R9n(s) - R9l(s)\l2(r)ds+ -J ||v(s)|||ds.

Combining these estimates in (5.2), we get

H*)lll + f ||v(s)|||ds < c [ |£(s)|tf ds + c|£i||oo(rc) [ \Rg„(s) - Rgl(s)\2L2(r)ds,
Jo Jo Jo

which implies

W0III+ / llv(s)lllrfs < c / \^s)\2Hds + c\^\2Lo.{rc] [ \\g(s)fwds. (5.4)
Jo Jo Jo

Next, we substitute £i and £2 into (2.33) in turn, subtract the resulting equations and
let the result act on the difference £ and obtain

[t(Z',Ods+ [t(K1^Ods+ ['(K&Ods
Jo Jo Jo

= -[ (Civ, £) ds — f (5V,v1) - S(g2,v2),£)ds. (5.5)
Jo Jo

All the terms in this equality, except the last one, can be estimated in the same way as
(3.21)-(3.24). To estimate the term involving S we write

I {S(g2,v2) - S(gl,v1):£) ds

< [ (Sig2,^1) - S{g1,v1),£)ds+ [ (S{g2,v2) - S(g2,v1),^)ds.
Jo Jo

Using (2.27), (5.3), and (2.14), the first integral on the right-hand side is estimated by
Cauchy's inequality with e thus,

(SW) - S{g1,v1),£)ds < c|Hi»c(rc)^ \\g(s)\\2w ds + | ||£(s)||^ ds.
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Using (2.27), (2.14), and the inequality |i?gn|(l — (5|i?gn|)+ < we find that the second
integral on the right-hand side satisfies

J^{S(g2,v2) - S(g2,v1),£)ds < c J ||v(s)|||ds + j ||£(s)||^ds.

Combining these estimates in (5.5) we obtain

I£WIh+ f U(s)\\vds<c[ l|v(s)|||<is + c|/i|£oo(rc) [ \\g(s)\\2wds. (5.6)
Jo J 0 Jo

We deduce from (4.4) that

[ h(s)fEds <c f \Z(s)\2Hds + c\n\2LOO{rc) f \\g(s)\\2wds, (5.7)
Jo Jo Jo

which, when used in (5.6), yields

\£{t)\2H<c[ l£(s)l?/ ds + c|/i||oo(rc) [ ||ff(s)||^ds.
Jo Jo

By using Gronwall's inequality we obtain

— clMl|<»(rc) f IIS'C5)IIvv" £^s- (5-8)
J 0

Applying this estimate in (5.4), we find

||u(i)||| < c|/i|2oo(pc) {[[ \\g(r)\\2w dr ds + ||ff(s)||^ ds^j , (5.9)

Jq llv(s)lll^ < clMlIo=(rc) (J Jo \\9{r)\\wdrds + ||ff(s)||^ ds^j . (5.10)
We conclude, using (5.8)—(5.10), that

IIuIIe + IMIe + I£Ih ̂ Cl^1li«>(rc)llfl,llw- (5-11)
On the other hand, it follows from (2.32) and (2.11) that

Ik1 - cr2||w < c||u||| + ||v||| + |£||. (5.12)

Combining the estimates (5.11) and (5.12) we find

He1 - e2||w < cIHL°°(rc)ll3llw,
and, using (5.1), we deduce that

H-^51 ~ A^21|w < c|^|L~(rc)IIS'1 - S2||w- (5.13)

We choose /iq = 1/c, and Proposition 5.1 is now a consequence of (5.13) and the Banach
fixed point theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Using (5.1) and Proposition 5.1, it is straightforward to show
that the solution {us», ag>, } of Problem Pg* is a solution of Problem P when |/u|^oo(rc)
is sufficiently small. The uniqueness part in Theorem 2.2 can be deduced from the
uniqueness of the solution of Problem Pg« and the uniqueness of the fixed point operator
A.
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